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BookBook Case for MacBook Air - 13 inch

Product Name: BookBook Case for MacBook Air - 13 inch

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2224

Twelve South have launched a new case for your shiny MacBook, the BookBook
Hardback Leather MacBook Case. The BookBook Hardback Leather MacBook Case is
designed to look like a hardback book, and it is designed to protect and disguise your
MacBook.
Thin and light. Consider it a short story.
Designed exclusively for MacBook Air, BookBook is a totally unique case for the
thinnest of MacBooks. Weighing as little as 13.5 ounces with an ultra-thin profile, this
handmade, genuine leather case offers heavy duty protection. Two hardback covers,
reinforced corners and a tough spine offer solid impact protection. The inside of the
case is lined with a velvety soft, chocolate brown, padded interior for added protection. 
Protection from cover to cover. 
To keep your Macbook safe, BookBook has two rigid, hardback covers for impact
protection. A tough spine and reinforced corners add another layer of defense. Inside
the slim case, your Mac rests between two super soft, chocolate brown, padded
cushions, which look amazing against the silver finish on MacBook.
Details make this a best-seller. 
BookBook is made with genuine leather and is hand distressed so no two are exactly
alike. Designer cornices on the top of the case add a visual cue to ensure you always
open BookBook right-side up. Use BookBook as a traditional sleeve or use the two soft
elastic bands to steady your Mac while you work with it resting inside the case. Dual
zippers, with leather pulls, let you charge your Macbook while it’s safely stored inside
BookBook.
Doubles as a stealthy mystery novel. 
One of the coolest features of BookBook is the fact that it disguises your MacBook,
making it look like a vintage book. Tucked safely inside BookBook, your Mac is kept out
of sight, even while sitting in your dorm room, coffee shop or anywhere else you take
your Mac. Along with protecting your Air from the rigor of the road, BookBook helps
keep it away from wandering eyes.
Important Notice: BookBook not recommended for white MacBooks 
Unfortunately, Twelve South can no longer recommend the use of the BookBook case
with white colored MacBooks. Long term testing has revealed concerns regarding the
white MacBook polycarbonate exterior and the potential for discoloration or staining. 
The BookBook Cases is available for 11 inch and 13 inch MackBook Air’s as well as
the 13 inch MacBook Pro and it comes in two colors, classic black and vibrant red.

Price: R1,618.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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